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Aims and Agenda

Clarify the broader impacts concept 

Share a structure and resources to improve 
BI effect iveness across orgs.

Lower Barriers in BI Design and  (Impact ) 
for ALL involved

Invitat ion to work together

NSF Overview

What are Broader Impacts? And why 
are they so challenging? 

Broader Impacts Design (BID project) 
NEW Resources for Faculty, Research 
Admins, and Partners, Community-
Based Orgs (CBOs) 

Case Studies (PIs and Partners)

Upcoming Opportunit ies 

Questions and Discussion
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Concepts and History Improve Effectiveness: = how is BI valued, perceived and approached across institutions: What resources are needed to lower barriers so that BI programs and partnerships can form  with efficiency, creativity, better and implementationProject are meaningful, develop sustainable partnerships, have real (measurable) societal impact



Nat ional Science 
Foundat ion -
Overview

Today 
● NSF receives 50,000 proposals and 

funds 12,000 new projects 
annually

● 2018 Federal Budget:  $7.8B
○ 7 Directorates
○ 12%/$902M to EHR 

Directorate/  STEM EDU all 
levels 

● NSF = ¼ of all federally sponsored 
basic research at US universit ies

1950: Created by Congress “to 
promote the progress of science; 
to advance the nat ional health, 
prosperity and welfare; to secure 
the nat ional defense”...
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Overvies of NSF mission, vision, and investments todayData from NSF: rom : https://www.nsf.gov/about/glance.jspNSF is vital, support basic research and people to create knowledge that transforms the future. This type of support:Is a primary driver of the U.S. economyEnhances the nation's securityAdvances knowledge to sustain global leadershipEHR = Education and Human Resources: supports excellence in U.S. STEM education at all levels, in all settings for the development of a diverse and well-prepared workforce of scientists.  REU, AISL, NOYCE, LSAMP, INCLUDES and other key programs supported here



NSF  - Cornel l ’s 
Largest  Federal  
Research Sponsor
● 2017: Cornell ranked #3 in NSF 
● 2018: $116M Ithaca campus

● Most awards go to individual and 
small groups of researchers

● -15.3% decline over last   5 years
● + in 2018
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NSF is critical to Cornell’s research enterprise: 40% CU is #13 in all HEI R&D nationally Even as CU excels in securing NSF funding, the trend over last 5 yrs: (‘13-’17) less support: -15.3%  Successful and competitive environment here: what are we doing with these funds and support? Can we do better? Remain competitive?



NSF has a long 
history of 
advancing science 
and society 
interests

1981-1997: 4 criteria (suggested societial impact)

1993 Government Performance and Results Act 
Improve performance and public accountability at 
Federal Agencies

Since 1997 NSF Merit  Review 
has included 2 criteria:

● Intellectual Merit  (research 
potential to advance scint ific knowledge) 

● Broader Impacts (benefits to 
society) 
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1981 - 1997 NSF 4 criteria  (2 suggested BI and society) societal relevance of the research ;Infrastructure Some argue this part of NSF since inceptionHow do you prove this impact, how do you measure, what kinds of impact are CU researchers having specifically?In review panels:  Merit Review criteria are “given equal consideration, evaluated with the same merit review criteria, but not given equal weight”. - Olbricht, and HolbrookBASIC RESEARCH vs. APPLIED R&D: It can be challenging to take basic R&D questions and problems and link them to society. (Discovery environment!) 



Diverse reservat ions about BI criteria:

'Don’t   understand it’

'Not very important’

'Irrelevant’

'Impossible to address’                                             
(J. B. Holbrook. 2005, 2012) 

“The weakness of 
the BI criterion is 

[that] it is mysterious 
to people; it is not 
understood by PIs, 
prospective PIs, or 
[review] panelists”

Researcher Reservat ions 
Early on (1997-2011) 

“It’s not a 
question of 
language, 
but belief.”

“We 
understand 

(how to write, 
do) the IM, 
not the BI.”

“It’s 
huge”
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“Re-assessing the science - society relation: The case of the US National Science Foundation's broader impacts merit review criterion (1997 - 2011)” Holbrook, 2012Members of the scientific and engineering communities expressed diverse reservations about the proposed new criteria. Some value and enjoy it and recognize it’s importance. For certain it remains a core component of NSF awards. The ultimate differences about issues raised by Criterion 2 are not those of language but of belief” (NAPA, 2001, p. 9, emphasis added). (Holbrick) Tie this to BI Identity Rersources- The BI wotrks deos not need to be irrelevant, and it can be personally important and possible to address.  people can come up with something they might value. 



BI Timel ine

1997

Broader Impacts Criterion

5 Explicit Elements 

Merit Review Process

2010

America COMPETES Act, 
ReAuthorized

Integration of proven strategies 
that link research and BI

PIs can allocate funds 
(assess/eval BI) 

Agency-wide trainings for BI 
(reviewers) 

2011

NSF Strategic Plan 2011-2018

National Science Board, NSF 
governing body, task force on 
Merit Review for SP.

NAS, PCAST, Broadening 
Participation 

2014

NSF Continues 
Investment/Improvement 

NABI (National Alliance for 
Broader Impacts) established; 3 
directorates

NSF Summit and Publication

2018

National Momentum

NSF Strategic Plan 2018-2022-
‘Advance State of BI Practice’

NABI: Current State on BI Report 

CISE - Directorate-wide Strategic 
Plan on BP - BP /Opportunity

ARIS - All Directorates Funding

2013

PAPPG - Significant Changes

9 BI Criterion - removed specific activities references

Separate grant sections on BI: narrative, results from 
prior NSF Support

IM and BI evaluated with same Merit Review criteria

Proposals and reports require “sufficient detail to 
assess the projects benefit to society”. 
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Watts, S.M, et.al., April 2015, Bioscience Vol. 65 No. 4 PAPPG: Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guides (2011, 2013, 2017, 2018) No 2012 PAPPG- major revision between 2011-20132013 PAPPG – critical and major changes.  (more clarity, stratgy and accountability. (writing, and reporting) The Project Description must now contain, as a separate section within the narrative, a discussion of the broader impacts of the proposed activities. This section also was updated to indicate that Intellectual Merit and Broader Impact activities must be described in two separate sections in the summary of Results from Prior NSF Support. Mentoring postdocs; no longer BI (but a seperate plan)  (What changes if any occurred to criteria in 2005? Did we go to the 9 criteria in 2005? Or 2013). Check data?? I think 2013! TODAY: ARIS: Center for Advancing Research Impact in Society (ARIS) $5.2 M. (5 years) Support from all NSF Directorates and the Director. And OIA. 



What are Broader Impacts? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Audience Interaction and Discussion:Brainstorm and share; what counts; what is it? Specific to general. 



Broader Impacts potent ial (of the proposed research)  to benefit  society 
and contribute to the achievement of specific, desired societal outcomes.”  

● Research itself CAN BE the broader impact

● BI act ivit ies can be direct ly related to the research project

● BI act ivit ies can be supported by or complementary to the project

“If the research itself is transformational, that is enough; but most researchers can't make that case at the proposal 
stage; so they need to do something else” (Susan Renoe NABI, ARIS, B. Olbricht , NSF ENG panel reviews).  
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PAPPG, 2018, 2019 PAPPG:  Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide



BI Merit  Review Criteria (PAPPG 2019) 

9 Broad BI areas for BI (specific, desired societal outcomes) 
● Full part icipat ion of women, persons with disabilit ies, and underrepresented minorit ies in 

STEM
● Improved STEM educat ion and educator development at  any level
● Increased public scient ific literacy and public engagement with science and technology
● Improved well-being of individuals in society
● Development of a diverse, globally compet it ive STEM workforce
● Increased partnerships between academia, industry, and others
● Improved nat ional security
● Increased economic compet it iveness of the United States
● Enhanced infrastructure for research and educat ion

Important for Success at all NSF Directorates : Broadening Part icipat ion &  Broad Disseminat ion of Outcomes
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Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guides What’s important to reviewers at all directorates? : Awarded proposals focus on Broadening Participation and Broad Dissemination of Outcomes in their BI narratives Important for Success Across all NSF Directorates: (NSF report on merit review, NABI Summit 2018) No researchers is expected to do all of these: impossible. Cannot do all of these well.  2011 NSB task force took to “producing the most generic, flexible criteria that would integrate intellectual merit and societal benefit” within NSF strategy and accountability initiatives (Holbrook) 



Integrat ion
“NSF’s mission is part icularly well-implemented through 
the integrat ion of research and educat ion and 
broadening part icipat ion in NSF programs, projects, and 
act ivit ies” (Merit  Review from PAPPG 2018).
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Example: This course; part of your Professors BI work: Other researchers: engaging grads and postdocs in public forums



Specific

Strategic

Flexible 

Non-prescriptive

Broader Impacts are: 

Reviewed in diverse directorates/fields, with their own cultural values, beliefs, needs, and 
agendas. Implemented in diverse cultures, environments and communit ies. 

？?
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In Summary:BI is central and integral to NSF; 22 Years+ and still in development and evolution; BI continues to be refined, as trends in greater accountability and greater investment continueImpt to examine both the directorates, program officers cultures and insituttional communities (field and department) etc. that researcher plans to undertake this work.  



Chal lenges and Barriers 

A lot to keep up with

Policy continues to be refined, expectat ions 
continue to grow, bar is higher

NSF is not a monolith, nor are fields, directorates

BI is not a last-minute ‘act ivity’ or ‘statement’

Many, diverse stakeholders (not always talking to 
one another) **

Cornell Specific

Confusion, frustrat ion and excellence around BI 

Not part  of tenure package/Land-Grant 
University 

Important  to early career faculty success

Pockets of knowledge, resources, access to BI



Resources
What’s out there now?

For whom?  
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Interactive discussion slide: What resources do folks currently use to design BI? What’s out there now? Ask Audience to share? Many Internal/External but they are scattered! We want to connect the dot (networks, resources, knowledge) make it easier to engage meaningfully. BID Project  OSP /GCOs and RAsCurrently Developing new Tools and Partnerships Tell about the BID project and the work (Feedback, what is out there, we need more help and resources, where can be direct faculty, and what can we share with them? Because BI is integrated and expanding at NSF (more sophisticated) accountability etc. OSP RD point them to resources; one of our aims is that GCOs and RAs can begin to point /direct researchers to resources and networksAdvertise list Tools not available publically; We can share the PAPPG guide to BI invite feedback too. 



Resources at a Glance

INTERNAL
● OSP – Research Development Team
● BID project team and tools
● Office of Faculty Development and 

Diversity
● Engaged Cornell  - Opportunity Grants
● Public Service Center – Faculty Grants
● McCormick Center for Teaching Excellence 

in Engineering
● K-12 Outreach Centers

EXTERNAL
● NSF Strategic plan 2018-2022
● NABI – listserv, summit
● ARIS – fellowships, PD, assessment
● Portal to the Public
● Community Based Organizations

OSP website: BI resources and  
list of CBO contacts



Resources for all 
Stakeholders?

● Diverse Stakeholders
● Unique resources
● Shared resources
● Stakeholders  may or 

may not be speaking 
the same “BI 
language”

● Resources and 
structures need to 
improve this.

Researc
h Impact

Society

STEM 
infrastructur
e

Public 

Public

Partners (CBO’s)

Researchers 
Administrators

Researchers

Policy
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BI requires a team approach (all require PD) and speficif knowledge (BI touches all of these)All of these folks are involved; and may or may not know it or fully understand it. Think wholestically here: what does each stakeholder need, require gain etc. from the other? How can these interactions be improved? Systems and structures must be more efficient. CBO’s 
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Our project explores these needed and challeges across stakeholder groups, (and organizational structutes that support this work) We also ask: what resources and structures are needed for HEI’s and CBO’s to partner effeciently, equitably, sustainably and impactfully?



Our  Model (Researcher, Research Administrators Community Organizat ion, other experts) 
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Testing this new Structure: in place  at Cornell to facilitate researcher and CBO partnerships in BI(what works, what do people need to know along each step of the model?) Resources being developed here. 



BID Toolkit
Sample tools

● New BI design tools  and Resources 
have been developed from the 3 
partner sites are being tested with 6 
new teams at universit ies and 
museums across the country. 

● See table for Toolkit
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Please email speaker if you’d like to see the tool kit materials. 



Case Studies
Researchers, Research Administrators, and Community Partners in BI Design



Beginning Work w ith Faculty - My role in OSP

Broader Impacts Ident ity Broader Impacts St rategy

Alignment with NSF’s Strategic Outcomes: 
● NSF Strategic Plan 2018-2022
● Directorates - Program Officers
● PAPPG/RFP
● Merit  Review Criteria
● Reviewers Insights
● Assessing networks and resources

You

Capacity

Institution

Scholarship

Society

Field

(Risien, J. et  al. 2018)
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Presentation Notes
Image from UWis. J. Risien et al. paper. 2018 Comperative BiologyResearchers should develop and refine their “BI Identity” (Julie Risien, Oregon State) and design BI activities that work with their lifestyle, their research, and personal interests. Having a hobby, interested in social media, citizen science, or other way to broaden the scope of the project is important, and it can be personally motivated.  It “should” be. Demands on your time are high, chose something you want to do. Something you might really enjoy and would be complementary to your work as a researcher. �Include experiences that show your ability/interest to actually do the BI project you’ve propose.  You don't have to do something new; you can leverage existing resources. Show how you will add, improve or bring benefit to the existing resources (the ISE for example).



Community Based 
Organizations 

What does it mean to be “NSF 
Ready?”

● Better Understanding of BI, 
RFPs, Researcher Questions

● Communications Template
● Pilot Experiences
● Project Narratives with PIs
● Budgets and Contracts
● Scopes of Work
● Biosketch
● PD for all on project 
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Initiating new partnerships: What does it mean for a CBO to be NSF ready? Tools for CBOs- speak to researchers directly (see flyer) and below. Communicate what you doExpertiseSystem in place  (audiences, metrics) Understanding what NSF needs:Budgets for workRelationship determination (subawardee, or consultant?) 



Case Studies 
What can we learn from researchers and their partners?



NSF Ready Partners

Partnerships in 
Broader Impacts



Tips for PIs De signing  Broade r Im pacts  
Develop a BI Ident ity 

○ Interests, abilit ies, aims, and resources align
○ Gain experience in BI areas that are of 

true interest to you: 
○ Test things out: ISE, outreach, mentoring, 

communications and media, community 
arts and theater, diversity, inclusion, 

○ Learn/document new skills and expertise -
Sciencenter, CTEI, Grad School PD, 
Professional Societies, 

○ Build plan over time and alongside 
research and eduication career aims

Approach BI like you do your Research
○ Address a challenge, societal issue or need 
○ Use data (theory/scholarship) to just ify the 

need and the approach for the project 
○ What’s being done now? What’s the best 

approach and why?
○ Foundation of best methods
○ Track results 
○ Share your outcomes

Integrate Student  Development in IM and BI Plans  

Partnerships with Community Based Organizat ions
• Assemble the right team/resources - partners, advisors
• Pilot and grow over t ime 
• Be clear about your object ives and design a plan that 
allows you to measure progress/ impact
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Researchers should develop and refine their “BI Identity” (Julie Risien, Oregon State) and design BI activities that work with their lifestyle, their research, and personal interests. Having a hobby, interested in social media, citizen science, or other way to broaden the scope of the project is important, and it can be personally motivated.  It “should” be.  Demands on your time are high, chose something you want to do.  Something you might really enjoy and would be complementary to your work as a researcher. Include experiences that show your ability/interest to actually do the BI project you’ve propose.  You don't have to do something new; you can leverage existing resources. Show how you will add, improve or bring benefit to the existing resources (the ISE for example).



Opportunit ies
Writing Broader Impacts Statements : Engaged Cornell, March 4th

NSF Career Workshop, March 27

Standard NSF Proposals Workshop, May 11

RA and CBO workshops coming too – interested, let us know. 

Contact me for more information at tfleming@cornell.edu



Quest ions
Discussion 

Thank you
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